
                                                                                                                                        

ELLA AT EDEN 
NEW GIRL * THE SECRET JOURNAL * MUSICAL MYSTERY * 
CAMP MIDNIGHT * THE SCHOOL SPY 
Laura Sieveking 

Ella has turned 12 and is at boarding school. What adventures 
await her now? 
 
 
  

• Feature the beloved Ella of the ever-
popular Ella Diaries series. 

 

• For older Ella fans, readers who 
enjoy a “boarding school” setting, 
and those who relish a bit of mystery 
in friendship stories. 

 

• Address typical issues of everyday 
life for this age group. 

Paperback | Ages 10+ | 5 x 7 3/4 | 192 pp | $5.99  
New Girl ISBN: 978-1-68464-357-8  LOC: 2021930858 | Journal ISBN: 978-1-68464-358-5  LOC: 2021930851 

Musical ISBN: 978-1-68464-658-6  LOC: 2022942954 | Camp ISBN: 978-1-68464-659-3  LOC: 2022942971  
Spy ISBN: 978-1-68464-660-9  LOC: 2022942955 
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• Springboard for language activities in the classroom and at home. 
o Exploring themes within the stories, such as adjusting to change, handling pressure, making 

premature judgements, and so on 
o Discussing how the stories treat the subject of stereotyping 
o Considering and discussing the mystery in each of the books 
o Building vocabulary by examining Ella’s use and definition of “new” words 
o Investigating and writing a story of interest to classmates, family, or community as Ella does 

for Eden Press 
 

Personality and voice of the older Ella is consistent with her younger self in the 
best-selling Ella Diaries. 
 

Well-developed characters and plot appeal to both Ella fans and those new to 
the character. 
 

Perennially popular boarding school setting offers an exotic aspect. 
 

Typographical variation provided by Ella’s emails helps break up longer text 
blocks for transitional readers, as well as fans moving up from Ella Diaries. 
 

Mystery element engages and adds intrigue; Ella’s emails keep the books 
contemporary and relatable. 
 

Strongly supports values of loyalty, honesty, respect, cooperation, and a concern 
for others.  

• For the customer who likes: 
o The Clockwork Sparrow series 

Katherine Woodfine * 4 titles 
o Choose Your Own Ever After series 

Various authors * 3 titles 
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